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It’s never the “couldn’t have gone
better” reports that stick with me
when I read an adventure travel
story. It is the retelling of how
someone overcame setbacks, and
best-laid plans were abandoned,
that I find most powerful. Those are
the stories that inspire my travels.
I teach youngsters lessons from the wilderness. As part of the
experience I like to remind my summer campers setting off on
multi-day backpacking trips that their best adventure memories
won’t be the easy summits or the lazy camp days. Often the best
memories occur when it rains or snows and you have to escape
thunderstorms or dodge a flooded river. It’s those experiences
that bond people. They are the stories we share again and again
for the rest of our lives.
These thoughts were not on my mind, however, in late February
2019, 20 miles north of Reno, Nevada on a dark and deserted
two-lane highway. I was more concerned with finding a muchneeded gas station as a freezing mix of sleet and snow fell more
heavily with every passing mile. It was cold, and as dark as dark
can get. The headlights on my vintage 1981Toyota FJ-43 were
fading and the windshield wipers seemed to have only one setting—half-speed slow.

“Adventure” had been a romantic dream

After spending most of its 800,000-kilometer life on a coffee farm
near Bogota, Colombia, my newly acquired Land Cruiser was
now on a wintry cross-country trip to its new home in Oklahoma.
Recently retrofitted with power steering, disc brakes, a heater and
A/C, it was a better version of itself and I was pretty happy. But
how had I come by this rig?
It made sense to me that as a semi-retired outdoor educator
with a touch of wanderlust, I needed a rugged 4WD vehicle. I
had first sought out the owner of a powder-blue and rust FJ-40
that had been parked in my hometown of Norman for some 20
years. Maybe that could be my retirement project 4WD. Nope,
my friend Bill Dragoo told me we could find something needing
a lot less work; one I might be driving years sooner.
Bill loves a challenge, has a passion for the outdoors and enjoys
helping people with similar interests…and he agreed an old FJ
was a good choice. The search continued.

Serendipity strikes

Many of Bill’s friends are “overlanders,” they are adventurers.
And just as I was talking myself out of this Land Cruiser dream,
one of his buddies called and I overheard one side of a very
promising discussion. His friend, Randy Perkins, in Oregon,
was looking to sell an FJ-43, the less-known but sought-after
extended version of an FJ-40. How did I get so lucky?
This rig was billed as an off-frame rebuild, ready to drive cross
country. So I told my wife Margie I had found an ’81 Land
Cruiser that was, at the time, on a ship making its way up from
South America to Seattle. As you might imagine, she thought I
was kidding. Why did I need a 38-year old red and white tractor
with a half-million miles? I didn’t.
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Oh, but I did!
While I waited (and did my best sales job on
Margie) I thought about how I might get the
Cruiser home. It could be shipped, but where is
the fun in that? This is an adventure vehicle and it
seemed only right to start out on an adventure.
Fly and drive! Sure, it was still winter in
Oregon. I had never driven a standard 4WD
vehicle. It’s old and has 800,000 kilometers of
dusty Colombian coffee bean roads on it. Perfect! Is there a better way to learn than by driving her 1,800 miles home in the early spring?
And, I could see the Sierras, the Great Basin,
and Death Valley and maybe some other cool
points in between.

The fuel gauge wasn’t reliable
(nor were the temperature
gauge or the odometer).
But with each mile I was replacing Randy’s confidence
with my own experience.

Randy eventually called from Bend, Oregon
and said the FJ was ready to go. I flew to
Bend and spent a few days at his ranch planning my trip, making new friends, and eating
great food. Randy’s hospitality was incredible
and we were able to become fast friends as
we toured Bend, talking non-stop and buying
a few supplies for the trip, just in case. After
all, it’s an old truck with a penchant for a techsavvy owner.
I was equal parts nervous and excited. With low
gearing and stiff springs she drives like a tractor,
but draws comments wherever you park her. I
confess to killing the engine a couple of times
at stop lights and repeatedly failing to shift
properly into third. I lugged it in fourth and
shifted into fifth way too early. I had a lot to
learn but wasn’t this intended as an immersive
experience? I was committed.
Departure day began with sub-freezing temps,
driving south out of Bend after a good snow.
Roads, fields and parking lots were covered in
white. I felt confident as Randy pushed me out
of the nest.
“Keep the hubs locked.”
“Shift into four-high when it’s snowy.”
“Shift back into two when the pavement is dry.
Enjoy the views and call if you need help!”
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It was a great start, humming down the highway, keeping track of the miles. The fuel gauge
wasn’t reliable (nor were the temperature
gauge or the odometer). But with each mile I
was replacing Randy’s confidence with my own
experience. As the day went on, the California
sun warmed my spirits and I started concentrating on the view rather than the gauges that told
me little. It felt like the kind of experience you
hope for when you are doing something for the
first time.
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But adventure soon found me as I realized the
battery wasn’t charging and I had to leave the FJ
running, else it would not restart. Five hours into
my trip I made a call to Brian Cox, an acquaintance of Bill and Randy’s, in the town of Alturas,

Author Monroe relaxing in his now reliable and ready rig.

California. Little did I know they had never actually met Brian. They knew of each other through
mutual interests.
Brian jumped in his truck, found me and helped
install a new battery. He guided me on a new
path through California and Nevada. I cannot
say enough about how much I appreciate Brian’s
hospitality, support and encouragement.

First and most important lesson

The overlanding community is enthusiastically
reliable. They are solid folks who look for opportunities to support fellow travelers. Just like
backpackers on the trail or the mountaineering
community, they help each other. Run out of
Ramen? “I have some peanut butter.” Need a
jump? “I’ll be there in a minute.” The outdoor
community is the best.
I was back on the road but, three hours later, as
the desert’s darkness closed in around me on
the two-lane highway leading into Reno, the
FJ’s headlights grew dim. I could make out the
lights of Reno just as mine began to fade. Snow
and ice were collecting on the windshield. My
optimism was sinking as quickly as the juice in
my new battery. The day was closing in much as
it had begun: with ice and snow and a growing
nervous chill. I limped on with the hope of food
and gas and a warm bed somewhere. Finding
the first hotel, I reluctantly turned off the engine
knowing that tomorrow, it would not start.
Was this the adventure I had been looking for?
I was definitely learning what it is to own an old
Land Cruiser.
The next morning I found the people of Reno—
taxi drivers, hotel clerks, deliverymen, Napa Auto
employees, Wal-Mart customers—were a great
source of support. All I had to do was ask and
they stepped up.
I replaced the voltage regulator and got a jump
from a friendly hotel guest. Next I was referred
to a reputable mechanic. Ed looked over the
engine for a couple of hours, and then referred
me to a second garage specializing in electrical
systems. By this time, once started, I couldn’t
turn it off with the key. Somehow a resuscitating
electrical feedback wouldn’t allow it to die.
The electricians immediately suspected a combination of wiring and belt issues. The retrofit AC
belts were slipping on the alternator pulley and it
was going to be Monday before they could find
the correct belts and pulley combination. After
sorting out the charging problem the truck began
to run poorly. The electrical shop suspected dirt
in the carburetor and referred me back to the
original mechanic shop.

A week in Reno

The FJ-43 has a solid performance on the ancient
rock and sand of the Arbuckle Mountains.

My visit to Reno ended up being seven long days.
There were phone calls and trips to both garages.
A late February snowstorm had blown trucks off
Highway 395, my route out of town.
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I wasn’t sure either garage would be able to
provide me with a reliable rig and I still had 1,600
miles to go. Options were dwindling and I felt a
mixture of disappointment and frustration.
On Day Five, as I was researching ways to haul
the truck home, Bill called to tell me he was flying to Reno to try and get me back on the road.
I slept better that night knowing the cavalry was
on its way.
Bill arrived with a bag of tools and a burst of
confidence. We taxied to the garage, spoke to the
mechanic and peeked under the hood as he continued his diagnosis. He was still thinking the truck
had carburetor issues, stating that the fuel tank
would need to be pulled and boiled out and the
carburetor overhauled. During a break Bill poked
around and discovered a blown fuse on the idle
solenoid circuit, which was responsible for some of
the dying issues. Bill wasn’t so sure it really needed
the fuel tank and carb work so we finally drove
away with the truck still spitting and backfiring.

A ray of sunshine

We stopped by a couple of parts stores to buy
a timing gun, plugs, wires and a distributor.
Somehow, in the middle of the O’Reilly’s parking
lot, with my index finger in the number one spark
plug hole, Bill discovered the elusive mystery that
had been the source of much frustration for two
shops. Looking at me while hovering over the
engine, he asked if I was ready to get on the road.
It was like a magic trick disclosed before my eyes.
Bill explained the problem. The distributor had
been mysteriously timed two cylinders off and
the plug wires were misrouted accordingly. This
was actually one significant issue in a series of
issues either missed or induced by well-intended
attempts to fix the truck. After correctly installing
the plug wires the truck started and ran like it did
when I left Bend, Oregon.

Adventure stories need good news

We got on the road mid-afternoon and drove
1,150 miles in something like 20 hours. I would
drive while Bill would sleep on top of our gear in
the back, and then spell me when I rested. The
FJ-43 was cruising and we were having a great
time. We were headed home!
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Las Vegas came and went, with a brief 2 a.m.
stop for dinner, or was that breakfast? We didn’t
see the Colorado River as we kept up our fast
pace down into Arizona, a bungee cord holding
the shifter in fifth gear like an icon of our commitment to get home in one fell swoop. We saw the
sunrise somewhere near Meteor Crater. Sunny
New Mexico brought us laughter as we talked
about adventures to come and what a great story
this one would be to tell.
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Then, as we approached Clines Corners, I noticed
the temperature gauge come to life. Until then
it had remained pegged on “C” despite the
engine running for nearly a full day. A few more
miles east on I-40 and I noticed a light spray on

Bathing in a spectacular sunset.
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the windshield. Sure enough, as we popped the
hood, the radiator was foaming.
Blown head gasket! My optimism and positive
attitude were being tested. There would be no
simple fix here.
We were in Santa Rosa, New Mexico, with the
closest U-Haul rental an hour west and a snow
storm closing in fast. Bill convinced the U-Haul
storeowner to deliver a truck-trailer combo. We
loaded the FJ-43 and were ready to head home
once more.
Bill and I spoke quietly over dinner before
departing Santa Rosa on our final leg of the
journey. He is a seasoned traveler, having dealt
with breakdowns, setbacks and repairs. I have a
healthy tolerance for adversity but that evening I
was taking a lesson from Bill (and the FJ).
Into the night we traveled, as sleet and icy
roads overtook us somewhere in western
Oklahoma. We arrived in Norman early the next
morning, a day and a half after leaving Reno
and a lifetime’s experience after I had left home
more than a week before.

Looking for adventure

My personal definition of adventure expands
with every experience. Adventures aren’t necessarily fun vacations off the beaten path. For
me, a real adventure should include teamwork,
bonding and/or a learning experience. Hopefully all three.

Adventure likely involves an obstacle to overcome, requiring me to step outside my comfort
zone and grow. It is in those times that friendships have been forged, important lessons
learned, and stories born.
I am slowly building an outdoor community
that contributes to my life in the best way. This
overlanding collective encourages me to expand my horizons and enables me to learn new
skills. Equally important, I can lean on my new
friends to help me get through tough times. My
growing community encourages me to embrace
diverse, adventurous pursuits, and even invite
more things to possibly go wrong. These good
people, these new bonds, these adventures
make my life richer.
It is my hope that others can build similar
friendships, continue growing and find their
own adventures. And if you are lucky, you might
even find your own Bill or Brian when you find
yourself in a pinch.
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EPILOGUE: The belts and distributor timing
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were the main issues. The origin of the others
remains a mystery. After machining the head
and replacing the gasket, the engine has great
compression and the truck is a dream to drive
on and off the road. Interestingly, the thermostat
housing was empty. Thermostats aren’t all that
important, I suppose, near the equator.

The Old Santa Fe railroad bridge (a camelback through-truss
built in 1903) creates an appropriate frame for the vintage FJ-43.

The Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma have some
of the oldest rock formations in Oklahoma and
provide many water crossing opportunities.

